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Third-law gas-phase statistical entropies are computed for a variety of closed-shell singlet state
species using standard formulae based upon canonical partition functions. Molecular parameters are
determinedab initio, and sensitivity analyses are performed to determine expected accuracies.
Several choices for the canonical partition function are examined for internal rotations. Three
general utility procedures for calculating the entropies are developed and designated E1, E2, and E3
in order of increased accuracy. The E1 procedure adheres to the harmonic oscillator approximation
for all vibrational degrees of freedom other than for very low barrier internal rotations, these being
treated as free rotations, and yields entropies to an accuracy of better than 1 J mol21 K21 for
molecules with no internal rotations. For molecules with internal rotations, errors of up to 1.8
J mol21 K21 per internal rotation are observed. Our E2 procedure, which treats each individual
internal rotation explicitly with a simple cosine potential, yields total entropies to an accuracy of
better than 1 J mol21 K21 for species with zero or one internal rotation, and better than 2 J
mol21K21 for species with two internal rotation modes. Rotor–rotor coupling is found to contribute
on the order of 1 J mol21 K21 for a third-law entropy. Our E3 procedure takes this into account and,
with the aid of newab initio two-dimensional torsional potential energy surfaces of state-of-the-art
accuracy, improves the accuracy of the predicted entropy for species with two internal rotation
modes to approximately 1 J mol21 K21. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Absolute third-law entropies for gases, as calcula
from spectroscopic data, have found common use as an
curate means of computing gas-phase reaction entro
There are several sources available which list standard e
pies for a multitude of neutral compounds computed in t
way.1–3However, for many molecules, and particularly ion
spectroscopic data are not available, and hence fi
principles thermodynamic results cannot be obtained in
manner.

An alternative source for reaction entropies comes
rectly from measurements of the temperature dependenc
equilibrium constants. This has been particularly import
in the area of gas-phase ion chemistry. For example, re
extensive experimental effort~see for example, Refs. 4–9!
has been directed towards obtaining scales of gas-phase
ton affinities, i.e., enthalpy changes for reactions

AH1→A1H1 ~1!

and entropies play an important role in the analysis. The
principal experimental procedures for obtaining the quant
tive data required for setting up proton affinity scales b
involve measuring the equilibrium constant (K) for proton-
transfer reactions of the type

a!Present address: Steacie Institute for Molecular Sciences, National
search Council, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0R6, Canada.
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AH11B→A1BH1. ~2!

The single-temperature experiments mustassumea value for
DS in order to determineDH, while the variable-temperatur
experimentsproducea value forDS from the van’t Hoff plot
of ln K versus inverse temperature.

Theory has also been able to make a valuable contr
tion to the study of the thermodynamics of proton-trans
reactions. For example, extensive recent studies10–13 have
demonstrated excellent agreement between experime
proton affinities and values calculated at the G2 level
theory14 and some of its simplified variants. There rema
some discrepancies among experimental results for enth
ies and entropies of proton-transfer reactions, however, s
gesting that a parallelab initio investigation of absolute
third-law entropies of gas-phase molecules and their pro
nated cations would be quite useful.

The present study examinesab initio procedures and sta
tistical thermodynamic models that might be used in gene
utility procedures for the prediction of molecular entropie
At the one extreme, we aim to develop a model~E1! that
produces entropies of reasonable accuracy at minimal
and which therefore should be capable of widespread ap
cation. At the other extreme, we aim to develop a model~E3!
that produces entropies of high accuracy at reasonable
that would be suitable for more demanding situations. In
companion study, we examine the application of these m
els to proton-transfer reactions.
e-
665555/20/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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6656 A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
The theoretical methods used in the present work
presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III, sensitivity analyses are p
formed, and in Sec. IV the results of various statistical th
modynamic procedures are presented. In Sec. V, the t
general-utility procedures~E1, E2, and E3! selected for com-
plete first-principles computation of third-law entropies a
described, and general conclusions are presented in Sec

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

Standardab initio molecular orbital calculations15 were
performed at a number of levels of theory, using vario
versions of theGAUSSIAN16,17 andMOLPRO18 codes.

In the section of this work dealing with explorations
levels ofab initio theory, a variety of one-electron atomic
orbital basis sets and levels of electron correlation were
vestigated. Of the eleven Gaussian basis sets which w
tested, eight sets are due to Pople and co-workers19–22@rang-
ing from 6-31G(d) to 6-3111G(3d f ,2p)# and three sets ar
due to Dunning and co-workers23,24 ~cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-
pVDZ, and cc-pVTZ!. The d and f shells in all basis sets
contain five and seven functions, respectively~i.e., no super-
numerarys or p functions are present!, except ford shells
appended to the 6-31G sets, in which case Cartesian 6d sets
are standard.

Beyond the molecular orbital approximation of Hartre
Fock ~HF! theory, the effect of electron correlation on inte
nal rotation barriers was investigated using Mo” ller–Plesset
perturbation theory ~MP2, MP3, MP4!,25–28

coupled-cluster29,30 and quadratic configuration interaction31

theories including all single and double excitations from
reference configuration~CCSD and QCISD!, and the exten-
sion of these latter two to incorporate effects of triple ex
tations via perturbative corrections~CCSD~T!, CCSD@T#,
QCISD~T!, and QCISD@T#!.32,33Core orbitals were frozen in
all correlated computations, with all valence and virtual
bitals remaining active.

Analytic gradient techniques34–36 for the RHF37,38 and
RMP239–42methods were used to perform complete and c
strained geometry optimizations of minima and internal
tation maxima, to 102 5 Å and 1023 degrees in all but excep
tional cases, with theGAUSSIAN program packages. For som
transition structure optimizations, the eigenvector-followi
optimization method of Baker43 was found to be a significan
aid. Analytic HF second derivatives39,44 for frequency calcu-
lations were also performed withGAUSSIAN, while energies
were determined using both theGAUSSIAN and theMOLPRO
codes.

For the principal body of calculations, geometric stru
tures of the molecules and cations were optimized at
MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory~with frozen core-orbitals, un-
like G2 theory14!, while the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory
was used to obtain harmonic vibrational frequencies at
HF potential surface minima. Energetics for internal rotat
modes were obtained from MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p) energies
computed using the MP2/6-31G(d) geometries.

Standard statistical thermodynamic formulae are e
ployed for the calculation of absolute third-law entropie
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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The rigid-rotor-harmonic-oscillator~RRHO! approximation
is assumed for all rotation and vibration modes, except
internal rotation modes for which various models were e
ployed. The harmonic oscillator produces poor and fun
mentally incorrect results for the entropy of an internal ro
tion mode when the barrier to rotation becomes vanishin
small ~extrapolating to infinite entropy when the barri
drops to zero!. Internal rotations are therefore treated n
only with the harmonic oscillator approximation, but als
with other models using the excellent machinery provided
years ago by Pitzer and co-workers,45–47 as discussed in
more detail below. Since all species in this work ha
straightforward closed-shell singlet electronic structur
electronic contributions to the entropy were neglect
Nuclear spin and isotopic effects are generally neglected
well, with the most abundant isotopes, e.g.,12C16O, being
used unless otherwise discussed.

III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

Exploratory analyses were first carried out to determ
~i! cost-effective levels ofab initio theory to use for the
determination of molecular parameters, and~ii ! the kind of
accuracy one can expect from them. Fortunately, only m
erate levels of theory are needed to reduce the errors in
tropy down to those of the independent~normal! mode ap-
proximation of standard statistical thermodynamics. F
systems with strongly coupled low frequency modes, wh
the normal mode approximation begins to break down for
description of the excited energy levels which are accesse
moderate temperatures, the independent mode approxim
itself can present errors of 1 J mol21 K21 or more in absolute
entropy. We thus set 1 J mol21 K21 accuracy as an ultimate
target for our most accurate entropy model~E3!, anticipating
that for many purposes this should be more than sufficie

A. Levels of ab initio theory

Let us consider the individual components of the thir
law entropy of a mole of identical molecules. Electronic e
tropy ~Selec! is most commonly represented as a contribut
of R ln V, where V is the electronic degeneracy of th
ground state. In this work, we shall only examine close
shell-singlet species and hence we can ignore~Selec!. The
translational entropy~Strans! for ideal gases at a specific tem
perature and pressure depends only on the molecular m
and hence is unaffected by choice ofab initio method. The
entropy due to external molecular rotation~Srot! under the
rigid rotor ~RR! approximation depends on the principal m
ments of inertia of the molecule; these are derived from
geometrical parameters which are dependent on the leve
ab initio theory used in geometry optimization. The entro
due to molecular vibration~Svib! under the harmonic oscilla
tor ~HO! approximation depends on the harmonic vibration
frequencies, which can also be determinedab initio, but are
again dependent on the level of theory employed.

Three levels of theory were tested for the calculation
rotational and vibrational entropies for methanol and wa
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6657A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
and the results are compared in Table I with those obtai
using experimental molecular parameters.48–50For rotational
entropy, each estimate is within 0.33 J mol21 K21 of the val-
ues obtained using experimental geometries. As Hartr
Fock bond lengths are generally too short, the entropy e
mates derived from them will generally be too low. Wi
regards to the MP2 results, the larger 6-311G(d,p) basis set
improves the rotational entropy estimate for water by 0
J mol21 K21 relative to the MP2/6-31G(d) result, but for
methanol the results are equally good. The smaller basis
can be applied to a larger range of molecules due to lo
computational requirements, and hence the MP2/6-31Gd)
level of theory was chosen as the standard for the gen
optimization of structures for rotational entropy.

The vibrations which contribute most to the absolute
tropy are those of lowest frequency, and only the two larg
contributions appear in Table I. The systematic overestim
tion of vibrational frequencies by the HF and MP2 levels
theory produce systematic underestimation of vibrational
tropies. Not only can these accumulate for molecules w
several low-frequency vibrations, but a 5% overestimation
a low frequency~which is the typical error observed wit
MP2 theory! causes a 15–30% underestimation of its e
tropy ~based on our results for water and methanol!. In ad-
dition, thermodynamic results using the harmonic oscilla
approximation are improved by using the true vibration
fundamentaln rather than the harmonic frequencyv. Hence
we employ the common practice of empirically scaling t
ab initio harmonic frequencies, and report results
obtained.51,52 The two largest vibrational entropy contribu
tions are insignificant for water, while for methanol the
each contribute 0.3 J mol21 K21, and are predicted to within
0.02 J mol21 K21 for each level of theory after scaling. Th
HF/6–31G(d) method with its well-established scaling fa
tor ~0.8929!51 was chosen for vibrational entropies. We no
that these levels of theory, which represent a comprom
between accuracy and efficiency, are the same as those
in G2 calculations,14 with the minor difference, as noted ea

TABLE I. Effect of level of theory on calculated vibration and rotatio
entropies~J mol21 K21! at 298.15 K.a,b

HF/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d) MP2/6-311G(d,p) Expt.

CH3OH:
Srot 79.137 79.507 79.413 79.454c

Svib2 0.305 0.320 0.309 0.307d

Svib1 0.333 0.358 0.340 0.343d

H2O:
Srot 43.413 44.022 43.784 43.706e

Svib2 1026 1026 1026 1026 d

Svib1 0.028 0.027 0.035 0.033d

aSvib1 andSvib2 indicate individual contributions from the vibrations of low
est frequency and second-lowest frequency. The internal rotation of me
nol is not considered a vibrational mode in this context.
bHarmonic vibrational frequencies were scaled~Ref. 52! by 0.8929 for HF6-
31G(d), 0.9434 for MP2/6-31G(d), and 0.9496 for MP2/6-311G(d,p).
cUsing molecular geometry of Harmonyet al. ~Ref. 48!.
dUsing vibrational frequencies from Shimanouchi~Ref. 49!.
eUsing molecular geometry of Hoyet al. ~Ref. 50!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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lier, being that in G2 theory the geometrical structures
optimized without freezing the core electrons in the M
calculations. This distinction is unlikely to lead to any si
nificant differences in calculated entropies.

For hindered internal rotations, the potential energy
better described by the cosine potential

V~a!5~V0/2!~12cosna!, ~3!

rather than the harmonic potential. In this expression,a is
the torsional angle,n the periodicity of the rotation, andV0
the barrier height. In this case, the contribution to absol
entropy can be found from the tables of Pitzer a
co-workers.45,53These tables provide values of the entropy
a function ofV0/RT and 1/Qf , whereR is the gas constan
~8.31451 J mol21 K21!, T is temperature, andQf is the par-
tition function of the free~unhindered! internal rotor, which
itself is a function of temperature, the rotor symmetry nu
bers, and the internal rotor moment of inertiaI . In order to
gauge the effects of errors inV0 and I on this entropy, the
Pitzer tables were used to produce Table II. The values
most interest in this work are values for methyl groups
tating against massive groups~the right side of Table II! and
the internal rotation in methanol~the upper left of Table II!.
The results indicate that a change inV0 of 1 kJ mol21 leads
to a change in entropy of 0.4–0.5 J mol21 K21, while a
change inI of 0.05 amu Å2 leads to a change in entropy o
0.1–0.3 J mol21 K21. Hence, in order to restrict the error i
the internal rotation contribution to the entropy to a target
0.3 J mol21 K21 at 298 K,V0 and I need to be accurate t
approximately 0.8 kJ mol21 and 0.05 amu Å2, respectively.
At 600 K the requirement onV0 is slightly more relaxed,
with 1.0 kJ mol21 accuracy inV0 being sufficient for the
same 0.3 J mol21 K21 target accuracy in hindered rotor en
tropy.

Barrier heights can be straightforwardly obtained us
ab initio methods. Results are presented in Table III a
Table IV for the barrier height for internal rotation of meth
nol. These test runs were performed to determine a leve
theory suitable for the computation of barrier heights to d
sired accuracy, and basis set and electron correlation eff
were considered separately. The structures of the stagg
and eclipsed conformations were optimized at the MP2
31G(d) level. Table III suggests that correlation effects b
yond MP2 are small. Note that the 6-311G(d,p) basis set
performs quite poorly in this case, overestimating the bar

a-

TABLE II. Sensitivity of hindered rotor entropy~J mol21 K21! to adjust-
ments in barrier height and moment of inertia at 298.15 K.a

V0 ~kJ mol21!

I ~amu Å2!

0.65 0.70 2.80 3.00

4 7.58 7.87 13.40 13.69
5 7.19 7.47 12.88 13.17
10 5.00 5.23 10.08 10.36
11 4.62 4.84 9.59 9.86

aEntries are derived from the tables of Pitzeret al. ~Refs. 45 and 53! with
symmetry numbers53.
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6658 A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
height by about 1.5 kJ mol21. Selecting the MP2 level o
correlation, eleven basis sets were tested~Table IV!. The
barrier height as determined spectroscopically will cont
zero-point vibrational energy~ZPVE! contributions from all
other vibrational modes; Bell54 estimated this effect for
methanol to be10.28 kJ mol21 using MP2/DZ(d,p) theory,
which we expect to be typical. While it would be essential
include the ZPVE effect ifspectroscopicaccuracy is desired
it is not of concern when attempting to compute the entro
to a thermodynamicaccuracy of 1 J mol21 K21, as demon-
strated above with the data in Table II. For methanol, the
of the 6-3111G(2d f ,p) basis set~without ZPVE! provides
an estimate~4.45 kJ mol21! within 0.3 kJ mol21 of both the
experimental and classical barrier heights~4.47 and 4.19
kJ mol21, respectively!. This is the ultimate basis set whic
is approximated in G1 theory,55 and it was chosen in con
junction with MP2 theory~and without ZPVE! for barrier-
height computation in this work. In the recent work

TABLE III. Internal rotation barrier of methanol~kJ mol21!. Electron cor-
relation effects.a

6-311G(d,p) 6-3111G(2d f,p)

RHF 5.28 4.24
MP2 6.13 4.45
MP3 5.86 4.37
MP4 6.09 4.41
QCISD 5.90 4.35
CCSD 5.89 4.37
QCISD~T! 6.02 4.39
CCSD~T! 6.01 4.40
QCISD@T# 6.03 4.35
CCSD@T# 6.02 4.38

Expt.b 4.466~4!

aFrozen-core energy differences calculated using MP2/6-31G(d) structures.
bReference 54.

TABLE IV. Internal rotation barrier of methanol~kJ mol21!. Basis set
effects.a

Number of
basis functions

Barrier
height

6-31G(d) 38 6.21
cc-pVDZ 48 6.34
6-3111G(d) 56 5.16
6-311G(d,p) 60 6.13
6-3111G(d,p) 62 5.08
aug-cc-pVDZ 82 4.73
6-311G(2d f,p) 84 4.79
6-3111G(2d f,p) 92 4.45
6-311G(3d f,2p) 108 4.43
6-3111G(3d f,2p) 114 4.21
cc-pVTZ 116 4.73
Expt.b 4.466~4!
Expt.b ~classical!c 4.19

aMP2 frozen-core energy differences calculated using MP2/6-31G(d) struc-
tures.
bReference 54.
cUsing the MP2/DZ(d,p) back-correction of Ref. 54 to remove zero-poi
vibrational effects of other modes.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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Chung-Phillips and Jebber,56 an analysis of the effect of ba
sis set on computed internal rotation barriers is provided
a series of small molecules, and supports our use of a la
basis set with MP2 theory.

For more complicated internal rotation potentials, tab
lated or fitted results based on the single cosine represen
only means of incorporating hindrances to free rotation wi
out having to perform numerical integration. Therefore it b
comes useful to be able to mimic each internal rotation w
a single cosine term unless very high accuracy~better than 1
J mol21 K21! is desired. The varying barrier heights in mo
complex one-dimensional rotations can be averaged, w
‘‘minor’’ barriers ~of a height less than a quarter of the lar
est barrier height encountered during the rotation! being ne-
glected. For multiple coupled internal rotations, the difficu
in selection of single-rotor potentials and the resulting err
produced by this approximation both increase with the m
nitude of the coupling. Choosing the single-rotor barriers
the differences between standard conformations~staggered-
staggered and staggered-eclipsed, for example! may result in
high entropy estimates if there is a significant drop in t
torsional potential energy at nonstandard conformatio
Choosing the single-rotor barriers as the differences betw
true global minima and single-rotor maxima can be uns
able in cases where the connection between a minimum
corresponding maximum on the true potential surface eit
~i! involves a change in the primary torsional coordina
which is substantially different from that in the idealize
cosine potential~e.g., 40° instead of 60° for a methyl rota
tion!, or ~ii ! requires strong and nonuniform dependence
the secondary torsional coordinate upon the primary one
this work, we use the latter approach, the single rotor barr
for the simple cosine models being chosen as differen
between true global minima and single-rotor maxima. In
cases where this choice becomes poor, the potential wil
sufficiently complex that a numerical integration will be r
quired, and a full coupled potential should then be used
we will demonstrate for~CH3!2CH

1 in Sec. III C below.
Table V presents the calculated torsional barriers fo

wide selection of molecules, to be used later in the pape
determining third-law entropies. The barriers to the inter
rotation in CH5

1 , toluene, theortho- and para-protonated
toluenes, and the tertiary-butyl cation are deemed sufficie
small that we treat the rotations as free rotors in the entr
calculations. For example, for toluene and itspara-
protonated cation, the MP2/6-31G(d) methyl rotation barri-
ers are 0.22 and 0.21 kJ mol21, respectively. For the tertiary
butyl cation, our conformational analysis~similar to an
earlier one by Sieberet al.57! drew us to the conclusion tha
although the potential surface for the torsional motions of
three methyl groups is qualitatively complex, it is quantit
tively rather flat, fitting entirely within a;6 kJ mol21 span.
We shall comment on this species later, in Sec. VI D.

It can be seen from Table V that the effect of MP
correlation for methyl rotation barriers is most significant f
those cases where methyl groups are bonded to oxyge
oms or double-bonded systems. The importance of the la
basis set is substantial~greater than 0.8 kJ mol21! when lone
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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Downloaded¬10¬J
TABLE V. Torsional barriers~kJ mol21! calculated using MP2/6-31G(d) structures.

MP2/
6-31G(d)

HF/
6-3111G(2d f,p)

MP2/
6-3111G(2d f,p) Experimenta

CH3–OH 6.21 4.24 4.45 4.5d

CH3–NH2 10.72 8.52 8.57 8.2e

CH3–SH 6.19 5.62 5.27 5.3f

CH3–OCHO 4.55 5.16 5.28 4.9g

CH3–CH2CN 13.88 13.88 13.41
CH3–CHO 4.13 5.23 4.69 4.9g

CH3–H2
1 0.47 0.20 0.57

CH3–CHCH2 8.18 9.27 8.44 8.2h

CH3–CHCH3
1 4.88b 4.60b 6.64b

CH3–OCH3 12.12 9.63 11.13 11.0,i10.8d

CH3–NHCH3 15.35 12.99 13.67 13.7i

CH3–SCH3 8.86 9.04 8.98 8.7i

CH3–C~O!CH3 3.17 2.86 2.61 3.5,i3.3,d2.8j

CH3–C~OH!CH3
1 @trans# 1.47b 1.46b 2.00b

CH3–C~OH!CH3
1 @cis# 1.49b 1.77b 2.18b

CH3–CH2NH2 16.60 15.83 15.42
NH2–CH2CH3 11.53c 9.12c 9.11c

CH3–C~CH2!CH3 9.47 10.09 9.25 8.9i

CH3–N~CH3!2 19.75 16.92 18.52 18.5i

CH3–NH~CH3!2
1 14.36 14.46 14.24

aExperimental values include ZPVE effects from the other vibrational modes.
bFor these systems, the stationary points used in computing the barrier heights here do not corres
‘‘idealized’’ conformations. See the text.
cThese are averages of the differing barrier heights encountered during –NH2 rotation.
dChaoet al. ~Ref. 58!.
eTakagi and Kojima~Ref. 59!.
fSastryet al. ~Ref. 60!.
gFateley and Miller~Ref. 61!.
hWlodarczaket al. ~Ref. 62!.
iFateley and Miller~Ref. 63!.
jKunduet al. ~Ref. 64!.
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pairs are present. The MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p) barriers agree
with experimental values58–64 to within 0.4 kJ mol21 for all
species. The agreement with the Rydberg-jet-based resu
acetone~2.8 kJ mol21!64 is particularly satisfying, becaus
the traditional longstanding experimental values for acet
~3.47–3.48 kJ mol21 from far IR vibrational transitions,63,65

and 3.17–3.28 from microwave rotational splittings usi
independent-rotor models65–69! have been substantiall
higher, as have manyab initio results using smaller basi
sets.70–75 The high degree of potential coupling of the tw
methyl rotors in acetone is apparently responsible for ca
ing greater difficulties in understanding the nature of the
ternal rotations in this case.

For internal rotor moments of inertia, the MP2/6-31G(d)
structures were deemed to be suitable, based on the re
for overall rotational entropy. However, internal moments
inertia can be approximated in many ways, and this sub
warranted a separate investigation in itself.

B. Levels of approximation for internal moments of
inertia

Research into the energy levels and thermodyna
properties of internal rotations was most prevalent in
1930s and 40s. After initial contributions by such scienti
as Nielsen,76 Mayer et al.,77 Teller,78 Kassel,79–82 Pitzer,83

and Wilson, Jr.,84,85 generalization of the theories as appli
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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to thermodynamic properties was established principally
Pitzer and co-workers.45–47 The important connection with
spectroscopic theory for the energy levels of internal ro
tions was solidified in the early 1950s with the advances
Dennison and co-workers,86–88 whose meticulous work on
the microwave and infrared spectra of methanol provide
substantially improved picture of a hindered rotation, a
one which afforded agreement between the calorimetric
spectroscopic thermodynamics which were studied in c
cert by the Pitzer group.89,90

As far as thermodynamic properties are concerned,
theory rests upon the numerical solutions of the Matth
equations, which result from the one-dimensional Sch¨-
dinger equation for a rotor having moment of inertiaI and
the cosine potential in Eq.~3!. The first extension to the
general case of a multi-rotor vibrating molecule simply us
the independent-rigid-rotor assumption. More accurate
tensions require more elaborate expressions for the pote
energy for internal rotations, together with numerical in
gration and further approximation. While the theory with t
independent-rigid-rotor model cannot consider potential c
pling, it can account for kinetic~angular momentum! cou-
pling approximately via a series of reductions of the inter
moments of inertia. These reductions and various appr
mations are now summarized and investigated.

The notationI (m,n) is introduced here as a means
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6660 A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
bookkeeping the various approximations of an internal m
ment of inertia. Here then indicates the level of approxima
tion for a rotor attached to a fixed frame before any reduct
of this moment of inertia due to coupling with external
other internal rotations, while them indicates the level of
approximation of the coupling reduction. Since one can
bitrarily choose either end~‘‘left’’ or ‘‘right’’ ! of the twist-
ing bond to be the rotating group, a subscriptL or R can be
added in most cases, i.e.I L

(m,n) andI R
(m,n), which can produce

different values for some approximations although they w
be identical in an exact treatment.

If n51, the moment of inertia of the rotating group
computed about the axis containing the twisting bond.
n52, I is computed about the axis parallel to the bond
passing through the center-of-mass of the rotating group.91 If
n53, I is computed about the axis passing through
centers-of-mass of both the rotating group and the remain
of the molecule.

If m51, the moment of inertia of the rotating group
not reduced. Ifm52, the reduced moment due to couplin
with overall molecular rotation is approximated91 by

1/I ~2,n!51/I L
~1,n!11/I R

~1,n! . ~4!

If m53, the coupling with molecular rotation is proper
performed45 with

I x
~3,n!5I X

~1,n!2LXX
~n! , ~5!

LXX
~n!5I X

~1,n!2~lX1
2 /I 11lX2

2 /I 21lX3
2 /I 3! for n,4. ~6!

where theI i are the principal moments of inertia of the mo
ecule, andlXi is the direction cosine between thei th princi-
pal axis and the axis of twisting about whichI X

( l ,n) was com-
puted.

The I X
(3,1) estimator is exact for molecules with a singl

symmetric rotor. For a single asymmetric rotor~and, if one
wished, for instantaneously asymmetric methyl rotors s
as those resulting from equilibrium structures!, there is an
exactI X

(3,4) estimator, with aLXX
(4) correction in Eq.~5! which

is more complex than that of Eq.~6!, and the reader is re
ferred to the original work for details.46

For molecules with multiple rotors, individual reduce
moments of inertia for each internal rotation mode are
easily defined. The crude approximation of Pitzer a
Gwinn45 is a further reduction for the case of multiple roto
attached to the same rigid frame, and we denote it asm54;
here the kinetic coupling of one internal rotation~identified
by a chosen rotating groupX! with other internal rotations
~identified by their chosen rotating groupsY! is incorporated
using

I X
~4,n!5I X

~3,n!20.5( LXY
~n!2/I Y

~3,n! , ~7!

GXY
~n!5I X

~1,n!I Y
~1,n!~lX1lY1 /I 11lX2lY2 /I 2

1lX3lY3 /I 3 for n,4, ~8!

where the sum in Eq.~7! is over allY. Just as withLXX
(4), the

more complex formula forLXY
(4) can be found elsewhere.46
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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This approximation arises from deliberate neglect of the
gular momentum cross termsPXPY in the total kinetic en-
ergy expression, and the accuracy of such an omission
thermodynamic purposes is unknown. To cover the gen
case, including rotors within other rotors, an ultimate tre
ment is the determinant method of Kilpatrick and Pitzer47

which we could designate anm55 treatment; however, the
treatment is laborious and requires an extra scaling appr
mation to incorporate the angular momentum cross ter
and considering the probable errors which persist regard
due to nonrigid rotations and minor inaccuracies in equil
rium structures, we chose not to examine it.

Table VI presents the results of these approximations
the internal rotation of methanol and one of the~equivalent!
internal rotations of dimethylether. The structural paramet
of the MP2/6-31G(d) optimized geometries were use
which results in instantaneous asymmetric structures for
methyl groups, due to differing C–H bond lengths a
/OCH angles within each group at the optimized minim
However, the effect of methyl group asymmetry is small,
seen in comparing then51 andn52 results using the me
thyl rotors. Also, treating the methyl groups as the roto
rather than the asymmetric hydroxy and methoxy grou
allows the simplern51 estimates to be used without gre
loss of accuracy. As stated before, theI X

(3,4) computation is
exact ~within the rigid-rotor approximation! for molecules
with a single internal rotation, and hence theI L

(3,4) andI R
(3,4)

values are equal since the exact result should be indepen
of the choice of the rotating group. There areICH3

(4,n) but no

IOCH3
(4,n) values for dimethylether because them54 approxima-

tion requires a common fixed frame for the two rotati
groups.

For methanol, the desired value of 0.6348 amu Å2 can be
approximated to within 2%~0.015 amu Å2! by ICH3

(3,1) , I (2,2)

and I (2,3), and within 7% byIOH
~3,1! and I (2,1). For dimethyl-

ether, the asymmetric methoxy group produces disastrou

TABLE VI. Approximations for the internal moment of inertia~amu Å2!.a

Methanol Dimethylether

–CH3 –OH –CH3 –OCH3

I (1,1) 3.1794 0.8635 3.2072 31.2002
I (1,2) 3.1790 0.8123 3.2071 17.1350
I (1,3) 3.1842 0.7910 3.0947 12.0185
I (2,1) 0.6790 2.9083
I (2,2) 0.6470 2.7015
I (2,3) 0.6336 2.4610
I (3,1) 0.6402 0.6762 2.6094 225.3738
I (3,2) 0.6405 0.6465 2.6093 0.0714
I (3,3) 0.6318 0.6335 2.3946 1.4595
I (3,4) 0.6348 0.6348 2.5978 2.5978
I (4,1) 2.5678
I (4,2) 2.5677
I (4,3) 2.2982
I (4,4) 2.5559

aThese were computed using structural data for the optimized MP
31G(d) minimum for each species. See the text forI (m,n) notation.
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6661A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
sults unlessn54, while the results for the methyl grou
behave well forn,4 and indicate that rotor-rotor couplin
(m54) is important. TheICH3

(3,1) estimate is 2% too high

while theI (2,2) andI (2,3) estimates are 4–6% high andI (2,1) is
14% too high.

Table VII presents, for several different internal rot
tions, the calculated moments of inertia using the approxim
tions we deemed most eligible for use in the general uti
procedures E1, E2, and E3. As written, the groups on the
are taken to be the rotating groups for the purposes of c
putation. The basicI (1,1) values for methyl groups cluste
tightly about 3~1.0078!~1.09 sin 109.5°!253.19 amu Å2. The
methyl groups in protonated acetone~cisandtrans to the OH
group, see Fig. 1! and at the optimized minimum of th
tertiary-butyl cation~Fig. 2! are nonequivalent, and henc
are listed separately. The improvements fromI (1,1) to I (3,1)

are most significant when the chosen rotating group is
heavier of the two ends. When the chosen rotating grou
the lighter of the two ends, theI (1,1) approximation lies
within 50% ~and often within 20%! of the I (3,1) and I (4,1)

values. The improvements fromI (2,1) to I (3,1) are most sig-
nificant for molecules having groups with large mass asy
metry with respect to the internal rotation axis, such as e
or aldehyde groups, andI (2,1) significantly improves upon
the lighter-endI (1,1) values when the two ends of the mo
ecule are evenly matched in mass. The data in Table
show thatI (2,1) generally lies within 5% of the best value
although in the small number of cases where there is la
mass asymmetry the error can be as large as 30%.

The rightmost entries in Table VII, using theI (3,1) ap-
proximation for single-rotor molecules andI (4,1) for multiro-
tor molecules~or I (3,4) andI (4,4) respectively if an asymmet
ric rotor is involved!, are the values used in determinin

TABLE VII. Calculated internal moments of inertia~amu Å2!.a

I (1,1) I (2,1) I (3,1) I (4,1)

Single rotors
CH3–OH 3.1794 0.6790 0.6402
CH3–OH2

1 3.3031 1.0989 1.0763
CH3–NH2 3.1505 1.1675 1.1360
CH3–SH 3.1716 1.1424 1.1172
CH3–C6H5 3.1509 3.0425 3.0424
CH3–CH2CN 3.1659 3.0767 2.8661
CH3–CHO 3.1992 2.7012 2.2023
H2–CH3

1 0.4521 0.3978 0.3977

Multiple rotors
CH3–OCH3 3.2072 2.9082 2.6094 2.5678
CH3–C~O!CH3 3.1902 2.9989 2.9965 2.9949
CH3–C~OH!CH3

1 @trans#b 3.2080 3.0169 3.0161 3.0139
CH3–C~OH!CH3

1 @cis#b 3.1901 3.0001 2.9993 2.9971
CH3–CH2NH2 3.1616 2.8986 2.6649 2.5788
NH2–CH2CH3 1.8692 1.7768 1.3357c 1.2926c

CH3–C~CH3!2
1 @up#d 3.1997 3.0328 3.0327 3.0305

CH3–C~CH3!2
1 @down#d 3.1957 3.0271 3.0271 3.0247

aThese were computed using the optimized structure of the lowest MP
31G(d) minimum for each species. See the text forI (m,n) notation.
bSee Fig. 1.
cThese values areI (3,4) and I (4,4) for the more imbalanced–NH2 group.
dSee Fig. 2.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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entropies in Section IV and for the E2 and E3 models~see
Sec. V!. It was only necessary to employI (4,4) once, for the
ethyl-NH2 internal rotation in ethylamine, in the prese
study. For the simpler E1 model,I (2,1) was chosen instead, a
it has the possibility of being more efficiently computed on
regular basis.

C. Selection of potential functions for rotor-rotor
coupling

Effects of rotor-rotor potential coupling became appar
in many cases. One manifestation of this is in the location
minima on the MP2/6-31G(d) potential energy surfaces
Two examples of more complex situations occur with t
protonated cations of propene and acetone,~CH3!2CH

1 and
~CH3!2COH

1, whose minimum energy conformations in
volve methyl rotor positions which are conrotationally di
torted from idealized and more symmetricalC2v and Cs

structures, respectively. In these cases, even the single-
potentials become more difficult to represent with simp
cosine potentials~as required by the Pitzer tables!. The sec-
ond manifestation of rotor-rotor potential coupling is in th

6-

FIG. 1. Optimized conformation~C1 symmetry! of protonated acetone
~CH3!2COH

1. Numbers indicate MP2/6-31G(d) H–C–C–O torsional
angles, in degrees from acis conformation.

FIG. 2. Optimized conformation~Cs symmetry! of t-butyl cation,
~CH3!3C

1. The carbon framework is slightly puckered after optimization
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6662 A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
increased error associated with the independent-rotor
sumption. In some cases, the energy of the single-rotor m
mum ~e.g. eclipsed-staggered, see Fig. 3! was found to be
significantly different from the average of energies of t
minimum ~e.g. staggered-staggered! and the two-rotor
double-maximum~e.g. eclipsed-eclipsed!, which would not
be the case if the rotors were independent.

In calculating thermodynamic properties of internal r
tation modes, the simplest strategy which incorporates
dered rotor potentials involves keeping the independe
mode approximation, ignoring the complexities in the on
dimensional potential surfaces, and using the Pitzer ta
individually for each rotation. This will correspond to our E
procedure in Sec. V. The required barrier heights for syste
with two coupled rotors were computed as the difference
energy between the global minima and single-rotor max
conformations. These are the barriers displayed in Table
The alternative use of energies of idealized high-symme
optimized conformations for~CH3!2CH

1 and ~CH3!2COH
1

would result in barrier heights which are 2.6 and 0
kJ mol21 lower than the values in Table V, which are su
stantial differences~39% and 29% reductions, respectively!.

For more complex potentials, Pitzer and Gwinn45 pro-
posed the following approximation~QScaled! to the quantum
mechanical canonical partition functionQQuant:

QScaled5QClass@QHO Quant/QHO Class#, ~9!

where the classical partition function~QClass! is scaled by the
ratio suitable for converting the classical partition functi
for a harmonic oscillator~QHO Class! to its quantum mechani
cal result~QHO Quant!.

45 Use of this approximation requires
~possibly numerical! solution of multidimensional integral
of the form

P~m!5E •••E ~V/kT!me2~V/kT!da1 •••dan , ~10!

where the complexity of the coupledn-rotor potential
V(a1 ,...,an) naturally affects the complexity of the integra
tion. We tested this approximation~just as Pitzer and Gwinn
did! with the one-dimensional cosine potential, using up
50-point Gauss–Legendre quadrature between 0 and 2p/s
~wheres, the periodicity of the cosine, was taken to be!,
yielding the results shown in Table VIII. In the numeric
integration, 10-point quadrature was sufficient to conve
the entropies to 0.01 J mol21 K21, while 20-point quadrature
was sufficient for 0.001 J mol21 K21 convergence~and was
used exclusively in ensuing calculations for each dimensio!.
Table VIII is presented in the same format as Pitzer a

FIG. 3. The three idealized conformations of~1,1!-dimethyl systems.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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Gwinn’s45 Table VIII ~although they used cal mol21 K21

units! and confirms that errors in entropy due to this appro
mation are less than 0.1 J mol21 K21 for the range of rotors
and temperatures considered here. We could not reprod
their test results beyond 0.1 J mol21 K21 accuracy, presum-
ably due to differences in numerical integration and values
fundamental constants. Nonetheless, the approximatio
sufficiently good to allow us to perform statistical thermod
namics using more complex, coupled-potential forms, to
accuracy of theab initio level of theory used for the molecu
lar parameters themselves, and will be incorporated into
E3 procedure of Sec. V.

The most general Fourier series potential for a two-ro
system is

V~a1 ,a2!5 (
K50

`

(
L50

`

@AKL
cc cosn1Ka1 cosn2La2

1AKL
ss sin n1Ka1 sin n2La2

1AKL
cs cosn1Ka1 sin n2La2

1AKL
sc sin n1Ka1 cosn2La2#, ~11!

wheren1 andn2 are symmetry numbers for the internal r
tations, e.g., 3 for methyl groups and 1 for the ethyl-N2
torsion in ethylamine. The initial work on rotor-rotor poten
tials in the late 1950 s focussed on dimethyl systems hav
a C2v frame, and this general form ofV(a1 ,a2) was first
proposed for dimethyl systems (n15n253) by Grantet al.92

in 1970 ~ignoring a factor of 2 in the coefficients!, although
Fourier expansions were certainly employed earlier for s
systems. If the Fourier series is expanded about aC2v posi-
tion denoteda15a250, then Eq.~11! reduces to

V~a1 ,a2!5 (
K50

`

(
L50

`

@AKL
cc cos 3Ka1 cos 3La2

1AKL
ss sin 3Ka1 sin 3La2# ~12!

with the additional symmetriesAKL
cc 5ALK

cc and AKL
ss 5ALK

ss .
This form was also presented by Grantet al.92 and is used
~without the factor of 2! in the recent works of Senen
Moule, and Smeyers.75,93,94With alternative choices for sign
and notation conventions, theA00

cc constant term, and occa

TABLE VIII. Error in hindered rotor entropy~J mol21 K21, at 1 atm and
298.15 K! due to the use of Pitzer and Gwinn’s approximate partition fun
tion, Qscaled.

V0/RT

Sscaled2Sexact

1/Qf50.20 1/Qf50.30 1/Qf50.40

1 10.016 10.049 10.094
4 20.003 20.008 10.010
9 20.003 20.002 20.010
16 10.012 20.005 20.068
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6663A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
sional factors of 2, the first few terms of Eq.~11! have been
used by Groner and Durig95,96 and, earlier, in the semina
work by Swalen and Costain.66

If we ignore the higher terms aboveK1L52 in Eq.
~11!, then

V~a1 ,a2!5A00
cc1A10

cc cosn1a11A01
cc cosn2a2

1A20
cc cos 2n1a11A02

cc cos 2n2a2

1A11
cc@cosn1a1 cosn2a2#

1A11
ss@sin n1a1 sin n2a2#, ~13!

which is the seven-term potential we generally began w
~and usually simplified!. The seven parameters can phy
cally be thought of in the following way: an energy zero, tw
individual barrier amplitudes, two additional parameters
account for complexities in the one-dimensional methyl
tations ~e.g., minima distorted from maximally symmetr
positions!, and two coupling amplitudes. The two couplin
amplitudes may in turn be thought of as describing firstly
relative preference for conrotatory vs disrotatory moti
~A11

ss term!, and secondly the relative height of the doub
maximum above or below the level of the sum of the tw
single maxima~A11

cc term!.
In the majority of our cases we have equivalent met

rotors andC2v minima @such as in~CH3!2CO# for which we
employ the three-parameter function

V~a1 ,a2!5A00
cc1A10

cc cos 3a11A10
cc cos 3a2

1A11
cc@cos 3a1 cos 3a2#

2uA11
ccu@sin 3a1 sin 3a2#, ~14!

where we drop theA20
cc andA02

cc terms for simplicity, equate
A01
cc and A10

cc due to symmetry, and approximateA11
ss with

2uA11
ccu. TheA11

ss assumption has been used before92 and has
support~see Reference 65!. This allows us to obtain a quali
tatively correct and quantitatively accurate potential funct
from the three energies obtained at the three obvious~and
optimized! stationary points represented in Figure 3. Usi
the usual convention, we define thea1 anda2 torsions to be
describing conrotation if they increase concomitantly; he
the selection ofA11

ss to be2uA11
ccu causes incremental conro

tation to rise in energy more slowly than disrotation~which
is found to hold in all our cases from the HF frequen
analyses!. The sign ofA11

ss does not affect the total molecula
entropy. The~0°,0°! origin is taken to be the staggere
staggered conformation since that is most often the loca
of the global minimum.

The quantityV1254 A11
cc is the energy difference be

tween the double maximum@e.g. V~60°,60°! for dimethyl
systems ifV~0°,0°! is chosen to be 0# and the sum of the two
single rotor maximaVL1VR @e.g.,V~60°,0°!1V~0°,60°! for
dimethyl systems#. Ratios ofV12 to VL1VR using MP2/6-
3111G(2d f ,p) energies and MP2/6-31G(d) structures are:
~CH3!2NH2

1 10.15, ~CH3!2O 20.09, ~CH3!2S 10.01,
~CH3!2CCH2 10.15, ~CH3!2CO 10.73, ~CH3!2CH

1 10.83,
and ~CH3!2COH

1 11.66. Here the VL and VR for
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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~CH3!2CH
1 and ~CH3!2COH

1 necessarily correspond to th
barriers obtained from idealized high-symmetry conform
tions.

The effect of the coupling of rotor potentials can be d
duced in the following way. With our independent-rot
model, if two methyl group rotations in a molecule a
equivalent, both having moment of inertiaI 0 and potential
barrierV0 , then they both contribute the same amountS0 to
the absolute entropy. If one symmetrizes the two rotors, t
the symmetric and antisymmetric~conrotatory and disrota
tory! combinations would each have moment of inertia 2I 0
and~in the absence of potential coupling! barrier height 2V0 ,
which results in two identical contributions ofS0 to the en-
tropy, just as in the unsymmetrized case. Therefore, the s
metrized picture implies that ifV12 is positive, the conrota-
tory and disrotatory modes would encounter a higher bar
(2V01V12) and the true contributions to the entropy shou
be somewhat lower than what we would find by ignori
V12. This result does in fact hold in each of our cases
which V12 is positive. This is dissimilar to the effect ofki-
netic coupling terms, which~as has been argued before45!
will raise some energy levels and lower others. Hence
effects of neglecting kinetic coupling should be relative
small due to some cancellation of errors in the partition fu
tion.

To quantify the effect of the coupling termV12, several
calculations were performed on hypothetical dimethyl s
tems with varying rotor moments of inertiaI L

(4,1)5I R
(4,1), bar-

rier heightsV05VL5VR , and coupling magnitudesV12, us-
ing a rearranged form of the potential in Eq.~14! in
conjunction with the approximate partition functionQscaled.
The torsional frequencies for use inQscaledwere found via
normal mode analysis to be

v65
1

2p
A 9

2 V06
9
4 V12

I X
~3,1!6LXY

~1! ~15!

and Lxy
(1) was chosen to be 0.03 amu Å2. The results are

displayed in Table IX. The magnitude of the effect depen
upon both the relative and absolute magnitude of the sin
barrier heightV0 ; whenV125V0/2, the magnitude of entropy
suppression due to potential coupling varies from 0 to m

TABLE IX. Effect of the V12 potential coupling magnitude on third-law
entropy contributions~J mol21 K21, at 1 atm and 298.15 K! from two
equivalent internal rotation modes, using Pitzer and Gwinn’sQscaled and
normal-mode torsional frequencies from the model potential surface.a

V0 ~kJ mol21!

Scoup2Suncoup

V1252V0/2 V1250 V125V0/2 V125V0

1.0 10.06 0 20.09 20.19
4.0 10.65 0 20.67 21.30
7.0 11.05 0 20.84 21.51
10.0 11.02 0 20.69 21.20
13.0 10.84 0 20.50 20.82

aThe results are identical to the digits reported for bothI (4,1)52.5 and 3.0
amu Å2.
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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TABLE X. Parameters for the two-dimensional potential functions used for systems with two internal rotation modes~kJ mol21!.a

A00
cc A10

cc A01
cc A20

cc A02
cc A11

cc A11
ss A03

cc

~CH3!2CH
1 6.2179 3.7138 A10

cc 1.0829 A20
cc 1.6838 22.4164 •••

~CH3!2O 10.6306 25.0668 A10
cc ••• ••• 20.4970 1A11

cc •••
~CH3!2OH

1 7.3804 23.8280 A10
cc ••• ••• 0.2756 2A11

cc •••
~CH3!2NH 13.4189 26.5850 A10

cc ••• ••• 20.2490 1A11
cc •••

~CH3!2NH2
1 12.8370 26.8736 A10

cc ••• ••• 20.9101 2A11
cc •••

~CH3!2S 9.0081 24.5198 A10
cc ••• ••• 0.0315 2A11

cc •••
~CH3!2SH

1 9.5367 25.0334 A10
cc ••• ••• 0.5300 2A11

cc •••
~CH3!2CO 3.5656 22.2582 A10

cc ••• ••• 0.9508 2A11
cc •••

~CH3!2COH
1 2.6066 21.9548 22.0418 0.2638 0.2589 1.2492 20.7864 •••

CH3CH2NH2
b 12.5434 27.7192 0.7731 ••• 20.2550 0.0108 2A13

cc 24.5608
CH3CH2NH3

1 13.1775 27.7425 25.9975 ••• ••• 0.5625 2A11
cc •••

~CH3!2CCH2 9.9243 25.3017 A10
cc ••• ••• 0.6792 2A11

cc •••

aAll PESs have minima at~0,0! except@Me2COH#1 ~17.25°,15.80°! and@Me2CH#1 ~38.71°,38.71°!. The normal modes for ethylamine were computed at
~0°,121.56°! minimum.
bFor ethylamine, the coupling terms~listed underA11

cc andA11
ss! areA13

cc andA13
ss.
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than 0.8 J mol21 K21 ~the effect peaking whenV0'7
kJ mol21!, while if V1255 kJ mol21 ~cutting diagonally
across the bottom right corner of the table!, the suppression
varies from less than 0.5~highV0! to more than 1.3~low V0!
J mol21 K21.

For ~CH3!2CH
1, we employed the five-parameter pote

tial,

V~a1 ,a2!5A00
cc1A10

cc cosn1a11A10
cc cosn2a2

1A20
cc cos 2n1a11A20

cc cos 2n2a2

1A11
cc@cosn1a1 cosn2a2#

1A11
ss@sin n1a1 sin n2a2#, ~16!

where we have equatedA01
cc5A10

cc andA02
cc5A20

cc due to sym-
metry.

For ~CH3!2COH
1, the full seven-parameter potential

Eq. ~13! was employed ~even though A01
cc'A10

cc and
A02
cc'A20

cc! with a1 measuring thetrans-methyl rotation
~trans to OH! anda2 the cis-methyl rotation, in order to be
qualitatively correct.

For CH3CH2NH3
1 , we used a four-parameter potenti

~A00
cc, A01

cc, A10
cc, andA11

cc! wherea1 denotes the methyl rota
tion and a2 the NH3 rotation, approximatingA11

ss with
2uA11

ccu as in Eq.~14!.
For CH3CH2NH2, the Fourier series for the asymmetr

internal rotation of NH2 versus CH3CH2 has the periodicity
parametern251 ~although we note that a periodicity of 3
an excellent approximation! and we merely inserted two ex
tra terms of lower periodicity into the potential used f
CH3CH2NH3

1 , resulting in the six-parameter function

V~a1 ,a2!5A00
cc1A10

cc cosn1a11A01
cc cosn2a2

1A02
cc cos 2n2a21A03

cc cos 3n2a2

1A13
cc@cosn1a1 cos 3n2a2#

2uA13
ssu@sin n1a1 sin 3n2a2#. ~17!

The potential parameters for all the two-rotor syste
we examined are listed in Table X, and were obtained fr
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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analytic fits to MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p) energies calculated
using geometrical structurescompletelyoptimized at the
MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory for selected choices of inte
nal torsional angles. Initially the selected points included
conrotated minima and disrotated stationary points for b
~CH3!2CH

1 and~CH3!2COH
1, but the fits produced spuriou

maxima and minima. The selection of ‘‘equidistant’’ poin
was found to produce better potential functions from bot
qualitative and quantitative point of view, including satisfa
tory conrotated minima and disrotated stationary points. T
geometry optimizations were performed by freezing the t
sional angle of one of the hydrogen atoms in the rotor,
for fitting purposes the effective rotor torsional angle w
taken as the average of the individual hydrogen torsio
angles,54i.e.,aeff5 (a18 1 a28 1 a38)/3 for amethyl group,where
thea i8 are given in the range 180°, a i8 , 180°. For example,
the optimization of~CH3!2CH

1 which had one HCCH tor-
sional angle for each methyl group frozen ata18 5 130° re-
sulted in anaeff value of 37.854° for each methyl group
becausea28 and a38 became 164.459° and280.896° after
optimization. Among the convenient aspects of this defi
tion is the satisfaction of the expected symmetriesV(0°)5
V(120°)5V~ 2 120°!. The optimized points used for th
fits are listed in supplementary material.97 Most ~if not all! of
the potentials listed in Table X are the best two-dimensio
ab initio potentials reported for these systems to date,
further improvement could readily be achieved if requir
for spectroscopic~rather than thermodynamic! purposes. The
best spectroscopically derived potential for these system
the second acetone potential of Goodman and co-worke64

~A10
cc522.28,A11

cc50.86,A11
ss520.99 kJ mol21!, which is

in excellent agreement with ours ~A10
cc522.26,

A11
ss52A11

cc520.95 kJ mol21!.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Species without internal rotations

Our results for the absolute entropies~298.15 K, 1 atm!
of several molecules and proteonated cations, in which in
nal rotations are absent~and for which the three models E1
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6665A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
E2 and E2, to be discused in Sec. V, are identical!, are pre-
sented in Table XI. In all cases, the most abundant isotop
each atom is used, except for the additional32S12C34S isoto-
pomer of carbon disulfide. The entropies are separated
their translational, rotational, and vibrational componen
Symmetry effects in the rotational entropies are import
when considering reaction entropies; for instance, note
significant reduction of the entropy of ammonia when pro
nated, due to the increase in symmetry fromC3v to Td , and
the large increase in entropy of OCS when proteonated
either end, due to the decrease in symmetry fromC`v to Cs

which creates a third rotational mode. The larger vibratio
entropy for HNC compared with HCN indicates that hydr
gen isocyanide is a floppier molecule than hydrogen cyan

Values of the entropy components at various tempe
tures are displayed for H2O, CS2, and pyrrole in Table XII,
and demonstrate the expected temperature dependenc

TABLE XI. Third law entropies~298.15 K, 1 atm! for molecules without
internal rotors~J mol21 K21!.a

S~trans! S~rot! S~vib! S~total!

CO 150.303 47.523 0.003 197.829
N2 150.308 41.637 0.001 191.945
NH3 144.101 47.938 0.335 192.374
NH4

1 144.818 40.898 0.218 185.934
H2O 144.802 44.022 0.028 188.852
CO2 155.939 54.974 3.013 213.927
OCS 159.803 66.065 6.280 232.148
HOCS1 160.011 84.357 8.002 252.370
HSCO1 160.011 88.471 10.310 258.792
CS2 162.749 65.408 9.767 237.924
32S12C34S 163.073 71.420 9.856 244.349
HSCS1 162.914 93.347 12.983 269.243
C4H5N 161.194 95.778 14.072 271.045
C5H5N 163.248 101.137 18.159 282.544
HCN 149.857 49.677 1.779 201.313
HNC 149.857 49.435 5.877 205.169
CH2CO 155.365 77.846 7.993 241.204
C2H4 150.319 66.404 2.414 219.137
C2H5

1 150.760 74.145 6.390 231.294
H2 117.489 12.651 0.000 130.140
CH4 143.350 42.342 0.395 186.087
HBr 163.387 35.148 0.001 198.535

aResults are for the most abundant isotopomer, except for12C32S34S.

TABLE XII. Temperature dependence of components of third law entrop
~1 atm! for molecules without internal rotors~J mol21 K21!.

Temp ~K! S~trans! S~rot! S~vib! S(total!

H2O 298.15 144.802 44.022 0.028 188.852
500 155.549 50.470 0.442 206.460
600 159.339 52.743 0.856 212.938

CS2 298.15 162.749 65.408 9.767 237.924
500 173.496 69.707 20.246 263.449
600 177.286 71.223 24.748 273.257

C4H5N 298.15 161.194 95.778 14.072 271.045
500 171.941 102.226 45.715 319.882
600 175.731 104.500 62.694 342.925
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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2.5 R ln T for translation, 1.5R ln T for rotation of non-
linear molecules, andR ln T for rotation of linear molecules
The results for vibrations show a similar temperature dep
dence, although the exact formula is more complex.

The accuracy of the current results for third-law entr
pies is demonstrated empirically by comparison with lite
ture values for the neutral species in Table XIII. Genera
the literature results have also been computed via statis
mechanics, but using experimental rather than theoret
values for molecular parameters. For the molecules with
internal rotations, the JANAF2 and NBS1 tables are in excel-
lent agreement with one another, with discrepancies of
than 0.15 J mol21 K21 except for formaldehyde, ethene, an
ammonia. We have selected the JANAF values as the
ferred values for comparison since their treatment is of
more detailed; for instance, for NH3 JANAF incorporates
anharmonic and rovibrational coupling for the umbre
mode. For formaldehyde and the molecules having inter
rotations, we have preferred the values of Chaoet al.58 to the
other literature values.

Our current theoretical values represent quite reason
estimates of absolute third-law entropies, being able to
plicate the JANAF and Chaoet al. values for no-rotor sys-
tems to within 0.5 J mol21 K21 for all molecules except
OCS. For OCS, the 0.6 J mol21 K21 discrepancy is due to
errors in the degenerate bending frequency~0.35
J mol21 K21!, the C-S stretching frequency~0.20
J mol21 K21!, the moments of inertia~0.15 J mol21 K21!,
and non-RRHO effects~20.10 J mol21 K21!. Surprisingly,
use of the scaled MP2/6-31G(d) harmonic bending fre-
quency, rather than the scaled HF frequency, would actu
worsen the error for OCSand cause our entropy for CO2 to
be 1.1 J mol21 K21 too high. We note that bending frequen
cies of cumulenes are known to be somewhat difficult
obtainab initio. The largest discrepancy between the pres
results and published values in this section is found for
entropy of acetonitrile~CH3CN!, where our entropy value
lies below that of the NBS tables by 2 J mol21 K21. The use
of experimental fundamentals for vibrational entropy i
creases our value only by 0.5 J mol21 K21, leaving a puz-
zlingly large remaining discrepancy. However, when co
pared with the value from Lange’s Handbook,3 our result is
an underestimate of only 0.54 J mol21 K21. For ketene, the
Lange Handbook value is certainly more appropriate t
that of the NBS tables due to an apparent omission by
latter of the2R ln 2 term which accounts for rotationa
symmetry.

Isotope effects are fortunately quite minor, but warra
some discussion here. The values for third-law entropie
Table XIII and elsewhere in this work correspond to o
mole of a single isotopomer. To compute a third-law entro
for a compound with mole fractionsxi of various isoto-
pomersi , one should properly compute

S5(
i
xiSi2R(

i
xi ln xi , ~18!

where the second sum is the entropy of mixing of iso

s

, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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Downloaded¬10¬J
TABLE XIII. Comparison of absolute entropies~J mol21 K21! at 298.15 K and 1 atm.

This worka Chaoet al.b,f Langec NBSd,f JANAFe,f Errorg

Molecules with no rotors
CO 197.83 197.90 197.56 197.54~04! 0.29~04!
N2 191.95 191.50 191.50 191.50~02! 0.45~02!
NH3 192.37 192.34 192.34 192.66~03! 20.29~03!
H2O 188.85 188.72 188.715 188.72~04! 0.13~04!
H2S 205.52 205.77 205.68 205.65 20.13
CO2 213.93 213.68 213.63 213.69~12! 0.24~12!
OCS 232.15 231.46 231.46 231.58 0.57
CS2 237.92 237.78 237.73 237.87~08! 0.05~08!
CH3CN 242.93 243.47 245.01
Pyrrole 271.04
Pyridine 282.54 282.80
HF 173.79 173.68 173.67 173.67 0.12
HCN 201.31 201.67 201.67 201.72~04! 20.41~04!
HNC 205.17
HCl 186.54 186.77 186.80 186.79 20.25
CS 210.49 210.46 210.45 210.44~04! 0.05~04!
PH3 209.98 210.20 210.12 210.13 20.15
CH2S 230.81
CH2CO 241.20 241.79 247.52h

CH2O 218.72 218.76~04! 218.78 218.66 218.84~40! 20.04~04!
C2H4 219.14 219.20 219.45 219.22 20.08
H2 130.14 130.59 130.57 130.57~03! 20.43~03!
C2H3CN 273.50
HCOOH 248.75 248.88~05! 248.74 20.13~05!
CH4 185.94 186.27 186.15 186.14~04! 20.20~04!
HBr 198.54 198.61 198.58 198.59~03! 20.05~03!

Molecules with rotors
CH3OH 239.94 239.70~09! 239.70 239.70 0.24~09!
CH3NH2 242.22 242.59 243.30
CH3SH 255.11 255.06
Toluene 321.53 320.66
CH3OCHO 286.10 285.17~28! 301.25 0.93~28!
CH3CH2CN 285.97
CH3CHO 264.01 263.84~22! 264.22 250.2 0.17~22!
CH3CHCH2 266.82 266.60
~CH3!2O 267.58 267.23~28! 267.06 266.27 0.35~28!
~CH3!2NH 273.79 272.96 272.96
~CH3!2S 286.33 285.85 285.85
~CH3!2CO 295.92 297.51~45! 294.93 21.59~45!
CH3CH2NH2 282.94 284.85
~CH3!2CCH2 293.37 293.59
~CH3!3N 290.08 288.78 287.0

aCorresponds to the E3 procedure~see Section V!.
bChaoet al. ~Ref. 58!.
cLange Handbook~Ref. 3!.
dNBS Tables~Ref. 1!.
eJANAF Tables~Ref. 2!.
fThese values have been lowered by 0.11 J mol21 K21 from the original 1 bar50.1 MPa values to correspon
to 1 atm50.101325 MPa values.
gDifference between current values and those of JANAF or Chaoet al.
hErroneously too high byR ln 2.
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pomers. When reaction entropiesDS are computed, the con
tributions due to mixing and rotational symmetry combine
exactly cancel out all their isotope probability terms, a
hence the only effect of isotopes for reaction entropies w
be due to mass, vibrational frequencies, and moments o
tertia, which will largely cancel as well. Hence we use on
the most abundant atomic isotopes in our calculations
third-law entropies. To examine the effect of isotopes on
absolute entropy, we computed entropies for the two m
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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abundant isotopomers of carbon disulfide,32S12C32S ~de-
noted CS2 in Table XI and following tables! and32S12C34S.
From the breakdown in Table XI one can see that the en
pies for these two forms differ primarily by the2R ln 2

symmetry term~55.76 J mol21 K21!, absent for32S12C34S.

The weighted average entropy at 298.15 K is 0.
S°~32S12C32S!10.08 S°~32S12C34S!5238.44 J mol21 K21,
which becomes 240.76 J mol21 K21 with the entropy of mix-
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6667A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
ing. The value for one mole of32S12C32C in Table XIII is
237.92 J mol21 K21. In tabulations such as those of NBS1

and JANAF2, the isotope effects which would cancel whe
computing a reaction entropy~i.e., the rotational symmetry
and entropy of mixing terms mentioned above! are ignored,
but the other isotope effects are generally included. Hen
the proper comparison in Table XIII with the literature e
tropies for carbon disulfide is best done with a value o
tained by including the2R ln 2 term intoS°~32S12C34S! be-
fore performing the isotope averaging; this removes
effect of isotopes upon rotational symmetry and allows o
to ignore the entropy of mixing of isotopomers altogeth
The2R ln 2 symmetry term is retained because users of
literature values would assume a rotational symmetry o
for CS2, and can be proven to arise from proper consid
ation of the rotational symmetry and entropy of mixin
terms. This adjustment before averaging results in
S298.15

+ of 237.98 J mol21 K21, which is little different from
the 32S12C32S value of 237.92, and hence we conclude t
isotope effects are quite minor.

B. Species with one internal rotation

To evaluate the importance of the hindered rotor mo
on third-law entropies, Table XIV presents the resu
~298.15 K, 1 atm! for the entropies of various single intern
rotations using three different models for the canonical p
tition function. The hindered rotor entropies were found
linear interpolation of the values in the Pitzer tables, us
our data which was presented in Tables V and VII for so
of these species. The hindered rotor model with bar
heightV0 can be extrapolated to the free rotor~if V0→0, for
which the entropy is

S~Qf !51/2R ln@ep/s2u rot#11/2R ln T, ~19!

TABLE XIV. Comparison of methods~298.15 K, 1 atm! for calculation of
the entropy of single internal rotations~J mol21 K21!.

S(QHO! S(Qhind! S(Qf)

CH3OH 5.666 7.345 8.358
CH3OH2

1 8.324 9.133 10.518
CH3NH2 5.833 7.467 10.742
CH3NH3

1 6.737 7.475 11.870
CH3SH 7.777 9.107 10.673
CH3SH2

1 8.352 9.184 12.330
Toluene 31.643 14.838a 14.838
p-C7H9

1 20.560 14.874a 14.874
o-C7H9

1 24.599 14.863a 14.863
CH3OCHO 11.209 12.987 14.792
CH3OCHOH

1 14.343 14.099 14.864
CH3CH2CN 8.403 8.646 14.590
CH3CH2CNH

1 8.904 9.413 14.626
CH3CHO 11.974 12.056 13.495
cis-CH3CHOH

1 13.154 11.052 13.752
trans-CH3CHOH

1 14.198 10.752 13.711
CH5

1 11.897 6.379a 6.379
CH3CHCH2 9.381 10.254 13.801

aInternal rotation barrier is assumed negligible.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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where s is the rotor symmetry number,R58.314511
J mol21 K21, e'2.71828 is the natural log base, andurot is
the rotor rotational temperature constant

u rot5h2/8p2Ik, ~20!

whereh is Planck’s constant,k is Boltzmann’s constant, and
I is the rotor’s reduced moment of inertia. The hindered ro
model also can be extrapolated~if V0→1` andT small! to
the harmonic oscillator, for which the entropy is

S~QHO!5R~uvib /T!~euvib/T21!212R ln@12e2uvib/T#,

~21!
whereuvib is the torsional vibrational temperature constan

uvib5hv/k ~22!

and we take the harmonic oscillator frequencyv to be the
scaled HF/6-31G(d) torsional harmonic frequency. The HF
6-31G(d) scaled harmonics are not expected to reprod
the true torsional fundamentals, nor the harmonics obtaina
from the cosine potential, but are used to examine the p
formance of the harmonic oscillator approximation for to
sional modes with low barriers.

Table XV examines the temperature dependence of th
three models of internal rotation entropy for four select
molecules. The high temperature asymptotic limit of the e
tropy from a harmonic oscillator isR2R ln uvib1R ln T,
which reveals a temperature dependence which is double
appropriate for an internal rotation. In Tables XIV and XV
however, the temperatures are not sufficiently high for t
incorrect high-temperature asymptote to be a problem,
cept for the modes with very low torsional harmonic fr
quencies which consequently produce very high estimate
entropies~e.g., toluene and, later, acetone!. In fact, one can
see in Table XV when going from 298 K to 600 K that th
harmonic oscillator entropies are indeed rising relative to
free rotor results.

For the internal rotations in Table XIV, theS(Qhind! val-
ues at 298 K are generally larger than those of the harmo
oscillators, and always lower than the free rotorS(Qf) val-

TABLE XV. Temperature dependence~1 atm! of entropy of single internal
rotations~J mol21 K21!.

Temp ~K! S(QHO! S(Qhind! S(Qf)

CH3OH 298.15 5.666 7.345 8.358
500 9.497 10.059 10.508
600 10.931 10.949 11.266

Toluene 298.15 31.643 14.838a 14.838
500 35.941 16.987a 16.987
600 37.456 17.745a 17.745

CH3CH2CN 298.15 8.403 8.646 14.590
500 12.471 13.277 16.739
600 13.948 14.801 17.497

CH3CHO 298.15 11.974 12.056 13.495
500 16.178 15.049 15.644
600 17.678 15.989 16.402

aInternal rotation barrier is assumed negligible.
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6668 A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
ues. The first of these observations indicates not only tha
high-temperature limits are not approached, but also that
anharmonicity of the torsional potential surface in theQhind
model is causing the energy levels to be more congested
predicted by a harmonic potential. The exceptions~CH5

1 ,
CH3CHOH

1, and CH3OCHOH
1 in Table XIV! occur with

small barrier systems, where the torsional frequency is
ficiently small that the crossover byS(QHO! caused by the
incorrect high-T limit occurs at quite a low temperature. As
function of barrier height, the crossover occurs at roug
3–5 kJ mol21 at 298 K, the precise value depending on t
moment of inertia. For barriers of this magnitude or low
the free rotorS(Qf) value becomes accurate to within;2
J mol21 K21. This suggests that a procedure which us
S(QHO! for systems with barriers.3.5 kJ mol21 andS(Qf)
for barriers,3.5 kJ mol21 to calculate entropies at 298 K
can achieve;2 J mol21 K21 accuracy, which leads to the E
model of Section V.

Our best calculated total entropies for species with j
one internal rotation mode~298.15 K, 1 atm! are presented in
the top part of Table XVI. The entries for the internal rot
tion are labelledS~hind! whether treated as hindered or fre
rotations. Note that the systems with four or more first-r
atoms have enough low-frequency vibrations to causeS~vib!
to climb above 10 J mol21 K21, suggesting that the specia
ized scaling of ‘‘heavy-atom’’ bending mode frequenci
~rather than the traditional use of general scale factors fo
frequencies! could be a source of improvement in accura
for molecules of this size.

For comparisons of these statistical entropies with lite
ture values we return to Table XIII. Agreement is genera
found to within 0.5 J mol21 K21 of the best literature results
although two cases warrant attention. For CH3NH2, our
S298.15 value is below that of the NBS tables1 by 1.1
J mol21 K21. The use of experimental fundamentals for v
brational entropy worsens the discrepancy to
J mol21 K21 but, as with CH3CN, our result for CH3NH2
compares more favorably with the Lange Handbook3 value
which lies only 0.4 J mol21 K21 higher. Coupling of the in-
ternal rotation with the NH2 inversion mode, which has prob

TABLE XVI. Third law entropies~298.15 K, 1 atm! for molecules with
internal rotors~J mol21 K21!.a

S~trans! S~rot! S~vib! S~hind! S~total!

CH3OH 151.981 79.507 1.109 7.345 239.943
Toluene 165.150 107.134 34.408 14.838 321.53
CH3CH2CN 158.735 100.004 18.586 8.646 285.97
CH3CHO 155.950 90.646 5.356 12.056 264.00
CH5

1 144.110 60.738 0.931 6.379 212.158
~CH3!2O 156.508 86.528 5.911 18.630 267.577
~CH3!2CO 159.397 95.304 13.854 27.367 295.92
CH3CH2NH2 156.238 93.980 8.324 24.399 282.942
~CH3!3C

1 159.186 87.411 18.527 44.449 309.572

aThe division of symmetry number effects intoS~rot! andS~hind! is some-
what arbitrary. For cases where we assumed free rotors~toluene,
~CH3!3C

1,CH5
1!, we chosesint53 consistently. For CH3CH2NH2, the

S~hind! results required use ofs~NH2!53 for the Pitzer tables and a furthe
R ln 3 added to remove the false symmetry effect.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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ably not been considered to date, may be significant.
CH3OCHO, ourS

298.15value is above that of Chaoet al.58 by
0.9 J mol21 K21. Use of experimental fundamentals reduc
our value by 1.1 J mol21 K21, accounting for the discrep
ancy. Our value has a large error in this case arising fr
relatively small errors in the calculated low frequency vibr
tions corresponding to the COC bend and CH3O–CHO tor-
sion. Although both are underestimated by only 20 cm21,
this effect is greatly magnified because the absolute ma
tudes of the fundamentals are so low~;300 cm21!. This
example highlights the sensitivity of the calculated entrop
to the low frequency vibrations.

C. Species with two internal rotations

For the species with two internal rotation modes, ni
separate estimates of the contribution to the third-law
tropy from these two modes were computed, and these
listed in Table XVII with labels A to I. Many approximation
were examined, primarily in an effort to find a suitably a
curate independent-mode approximation that might allow
to avoid a two-dimensional numerical integration and p
haps the use ofQScaledas well. Our best estimates are show
in the rightmost Column I, and arise from use ofQScaled,
with the two-dimensional potential energy surfaces~PESs!
described in Section III C used inQClass, and their normal
mode frequencies~see for example Equation 15! used in
QHO Quant andQHO Class. These are of use in assessing t
results of more approximate models.

The three varieties of independent-mode hindered-ro
approximations ~ind.! which we examined, designate
‘‘low,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ and ‘‘high’’, are also independent-rotor
approximations, in contrast to the all-HO model, whose
dependenta2 andb1 torsional modes~C2v molecules! each
involve a coupling of the two methyl rotations. The low
medium-high designations refer to the modification of t
three parameters of the uncoupled potential~A00, A10, and
A01! to produce single rotor barriers ofV(0,60)2V(0,0),
0.5* [V(60,60)2V(0,0)], and V(60,60)2V(60,0), respec-
tively, except in the model described by column B~our
Pitzer table method! for which the single-rotor barriers cor
respond to the energy differences between the global min
and single rotor maxima. In the usual case ofA11

cc.0,
V(0,60)2V(0,0) has a lower value thanV(60,60)2V(60,0).
Hence, use of the ‘‘low’’ barrier~columns B, E, and H in
Table XVII! should give an upper-bound entropy in th
A11
cc.0 cases~and lower-bound entropy in theA11

cc,0
cases!, while use of the ‘‘high’’ barrier~not shown! should
give a lower-bound entropy in theA11

cc.0 cases~upper
bound forA11

cc,0!.
Use of the ‘‘medium’’ barrier tended to give entropie

which were too low, because at our temperatures theV(0,0)-
to-V(0,60) regions of the potential surfaces of these m
ecules are ‘‘sampled’’ more often than theV(0,60)-to-
V(60,60) regions. However, knowinga priori whether the
‘‘low’’ or ‘‘medium’’ barrier will provide the better estimate
of third-law entropy at a given temperature appears diffic
Certainly the higherV(0,60) is, the better the ‘‘low’’ barrier
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6669A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
estimator becomes@e.g., see~CH3!2NH and ~CH3!2NH2
1 ,

which have large single-rotor barriers#.
The differences between columns B and H are due o

to the use of theQScaled approximation, except for
~CH3!2CH

1 and ~CH3!2COH
1 for which ~i! A20 and A02

terms are present in the full potential and are retained fo
QScaled results, and~ii ! the single-rotor barrier heights use
for calculation of column B results are obtained as ene
differences between global minima and single-rotor maxim
Hence the differences between columns B and H for the
other species should be just double those of our ea
single-rotor test table, Table VIII. At 600 K the difference
betweenS(QScaled! and S(QHind! are generally10.02 to
10.06 J mol21 K21 which is consistent with our test tabl
results forV/RT values of 4 or less. Columns D–F diffe
from columns G–I by using the scaled HF/6-31G(d) har-
monic frequencies inQHO QuantandQHO Class, rather than the
normal mode frequencies computed from the MP2/6-3
1G(2d f ,p) PESs. The differences between the results
columns D–F and their counterparts in columns G–I
small, generally 0.3 J mol21 K21 at 298 K and less than 0.
J mol21 K21 at 600 K, and positive, suggesting that t
scaled HF/6-31G(d) harmonic frequencies for internal rota
tion modes have a consistent remaining error, relative to
MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p) values.

The special case of an internal rotation between t
non-cylindrically symmetric groups was encountered o
once in our molecule set, that being the rotation of the am
group against the ethyl group in ethylamine. Four energ
cally distinct stationary points are present, atransminimum
~where the nitrogen lone pair istrans to the methyl group!, a
cis maximum, a pair of energetically equivale
C1-symmetry gauche minima, and a similar pair of
C1-symmetry maxima. The MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p) relative
energies of the MP2/6-31G(d) optimized conformations~in
kJ mol21! are: gaucheminimum 0.0, trans minimum 0.7,
C1-symmetry maximum 9.9,cismaximum 8.2. The various
barrier heights were averaged in order to use the simple
tential form in Equation~3! and hence the Pitzer tables~col-
umn B of Table XVII!. At MP2/6-31G(d), the trans con-
former is actually the lowest in energy, and hence our
frequencies and MP2 rotor moments of inertia were co
puted for thetransconformer. On the other hand, the resu
in Tables XVI and XVII for CH3CH2NH2 usingQScaledem-
ploy PES normal mode frequencies computed at itsgauche
minimum; the two-dimensional results change less than 0
J mol21 K21 if the trans-conformer PES frequencies a
used.

The asymmetric rotation about the C–N bond in eth
lamine is also the only case encountered in this study
which one cannot simply use the torsional periodicityn of
Eq. ~3! as the internal rotation symmetry numbers in the
partition function. With the free rotor model,s should be
taken as 1 because all rotor positions are distinguish
~even the two gauche forms are enantiomers!. Alternatively,
one could uses53 in the formula but addR ln 3 to account
for this distinguishability. With the harmonic oscillato
model, one considers the three minima as correspondin
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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distinct isomers, and hence an entropy of mixing of the th
is added, approximated byR ln 3 and included in Tables
XVI and XVII. The hindered rotor result is also obtained b
using s53 in its formula for the Pitzer tables, but addin
R ln 3 to account for distinguishability; this is equivalent
using the free rotor model withs51 but adding corrections
for a potential of periodicity 3. Hence the extraR ln 3 can be
shown to appear in all three treatments of the asymme
Et-NH2 torsion mode of ethylamine.

For dimethyl systems, the harmonic oscillator appro
mation~column A of Table XVII! produces errors~compared
with our best results shown in column I! in third-law entropy
which vary from 21.7 J mol21 K21 ~for ~CH3!2O and
~CH3!2S! to greater than16 J mol21 K21 ~for ~CH3!2CO! at
298 K. The free rotor approximation~column C! generally
produces larger errors, up to112 J mol21 K21 at 298 K~for
~CH3!2NH!, although it comes within 1 J mol21 K21 of our
best results for~CH3!2CO! and ~CH3!2COH

1 at the higher
temperatures, in which cases the model becomes more
propriate. The Pitzer-table method~column B! shows a
maximum error of 21.4 J mol21 K21 ~for ~CH3!2CH

1,
which is least well suited by single cosine potentials!. The
independent-mode method with the lowest maximum dev
tion @21.1 J mol21 K21 for ~CH3!2O# relative to our best
results is the column G method, which can incorporate m
complex one-dimensional potentials.

The other components of the third-law entropies of s
cies with two internal rotation modes are computed as
fore, and are displayed for~CH3!2O, ~CH3!2CO, and
CH3CH2NH2 in Table XVI.

For comparisons of our best values with literature v
ues, we return to Table XIII. For these multirotor system
our values are probably as good~if not better! than previous
literature values derived from experimental data, and de
tions of 1 J mol21 K21 are not dissatisfying. The21.59
J mol21 K21 discrepancy between our value for acetone a
that of Chaoet al.58 suggests an error in the latter; Chao h
an earlier value98 ~295.3 J mol21 K21! which is similarly
computed, and while we can reproduce his earlier va
~with the Pitzer tables instead of his summation technique! to
within 0.2 J mol21 K21 we cannot do so for his later value
arriving at a value within 0.3 J mol21 K21 of his older one.
In addition, if our barrier heights for acetone were rais
from 2.6 to 3.3 kJ mol21, to mimic what Chaoet al. may
have used, our third-law entropy would actually bereduced,
increasing the21.59 J mol21 K21 discrepancy.

D. Species with three internal rotations

A full analysis of three-dimensional coupling wa
deemed beyond the scope of the present work. We exam
three triple-rotor species, but only with HO or free-rotor a
proximations. The internal rotation barrier heights for
single methyl rotation in~CH3!3N and ~CH3!3NH

1 in Table
V are 18.52 and 14.24 kJ mol21, respectively, which are suf
ficiently high for the harmonic oscillator approximation to b
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6670 A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
satisfactory~leading to entropies which are perhaps up to
J mol21 K21 too low for the total entropy of~CH3!3NH

1

with a smaller error for~CH3!3N!.
The tertiary-butyl cation,~CH3!3C

1, has a somewha
more interesting potential surface associated with the fa
internal rotations of the three methyl groups. On the o
hand, two of the three MP2/6-31G(d) normal mode frequen
cies corresponding to internal rotation in~CH3!3C

1 are al-
most of the same magnitude as those in isobutene, for w
use of the free rotor model would lead to overestimation
the contribution to the total entropy by almost
J mol21 K21. On the other hand, the entire torsional poten
surface of~CH3!3C

1 ~three torsional dimensions! fits within
an approximately 6 kJ mol21 span, which is much flatter tha
in isobutene where the two-dimensional surface spans a
21 kJ mol21 ~with a single-rotor barrier height of about
kJ mol21!, which suggests that the free rotor model sho
do much better for the tertiary-butyl cation than f
isobutene. The combination of these two factors may m
that the free rotor approximation performs well for~CH3!3C

1

at higher temperatures~e.g., 500–600 K! while at lower tem-
peratures the complex three-dimensional hindrances bec
increasingly important and affect the applicability of the fr
rotor model to an unknown extent. In this case, it is poss
that a three-dimensional potential surface function of ac
racy comparable to that of the two-dimensionalab initio sur-
faces used in the previous section could significantly
prove the current, free-rotor-based 298 K result.

V. THEORETICAL MODELS FOR COMPUTING
ENTROPIES

We now define three different procedures for comput
ab initio third-law entropies in general. The simplest of the
procedures, designated E1, uses MP2/6-31G(d) structures
for the rotational entropy and HF/6-31G(d) frequencies
scaled by 0.8929 with the harmonic oscillator approximat
for all internal modes, except for internal rotations havi
very small barriers, which are treated as free rotations. H
a ‘‘very small barrier’’ is defined as less than 1.4RT at the
MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory, which corresponds to 3
kJ mol21 at 298 K and 7.0 kJ mol21 at 600 K. As a compro-
mise between accuracy and efficiency, the moment of ine
approximation for the~relatively rare! free-rotor substitu-
tions in the E1 model is taken asI (2,1).

The next procedure, designated E2, is identical to
except for the treatment of all internal rotation modes,
which independent-mode internal rotation barrier heights
computed at the MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p)//MP2/6-31G(d)
level of theory, theI (m,n) approximationsI (3,1), I (4,1), I (3,4),
andI (4,4) are calculated~for symmetric single rotor, symmet
ric multi-rotor, asymmetric single rotor, and asymmet
multi-rotor systems respectively!, and the Pitzer tables use
to provide their entropy contributions. This procedure co
conceivably be automated if the Pitzer tables are installe
a computer database file and a computer program writte
compute the internal rotor moments of inertia. Alternative
as a modification to E2, a functional form could be dev
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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oped to reproduce the numerical results of the Pitzer table
a somewhat lowered accuracy, which has been d
previously.99,100

The method of highest accuracy presented in this pa
we designate as a third-level or E3 procedure, which is id
tical to the E2 procedure except for systems with two int
nal rotations. In these cases, E3 requires additional MP
31G(d) geometry optimizations, and MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p)
energy points are used to analytically fit a coupled poten
energy function, which is used in an approximate, sca
partition function ~QScaled! together with numerical two-
dimensional integration to produce the entropy for the int
nal rotation modes. Establishing a general recipe for c
structing the internal rotation potential surfaces which
appropriate for all multirotor cases will require future r
search, and may not result in an attractive method, part
lary if triple-rotor cases like~CH3!2NOH or rotor-in-rotor
cases like diethylether will require much moreab initio data.
The E1, E2 and E3 models for systems with two intern
rotations correspond to the entries in columns A, B and
respectively, of Table XVII, except that E1 values for a
etone and protonated acetone would employ the free r
approximation.

Table XVIII compares the results~298.15 K, 1 atm! of
the E1, E2, and E3 procedures for the molecules listed
Table XIII, minus the non-rotor molecules for which n
JANAF2 or Chaoet al.58 values are available. Mean absolu
and maximum deviations~relative to literature values or to
E3 values! are listed in the table, although the sample siz
for the molecules involving one and two internal rotatio
are so small that the statistics are suggestive, rather than
indicative.

For the molecules without internal rotations, all thr
methods are identical, and for the test set of 19 molecules
calculated entropies show a mean absolute deviation of 0
J mol21 K21 and a maximum deviation of10.57
J mol21 K21 relative to the chosen literature values. A sim
pler version of the E1 procedure which avoids the MP2 o
timization is to use the HF/6-31G(d) structures for the rota-
tional entropies. With this simplification, the mean absolu
deviation and maximum deviation for this test set appro
mately double to 0.4 and21.0 J mol21 K21, respectively.

For the molecules with single rotors, the E1 values d
viate from E2~or E3! values by20.9 to21.8 J mol21 K21,
except for ethyl cyanide, acetaldehyde, and toluene~20.2,
20.1, and 0.0 J mol21 K21 respectively!. The E1 result for
ethyl cyanide is good because the high barrier to inter
rotation ~13.4 kJ mol21! makes the HO approximation
good one. The E1 result for acetaldehyde~barrier54.7
kJ mol21! is fortuitously good because of the early onset
the incorrect high-T asymptote of the harmonic oscillato
which can be seen in the results of Table XV and was no
earlier for CH3CHOH

1. Toluene represents the extreme ca
of this incorrect high-T asymptote. Use of the harmonic o
cillator approximation leads to an error of122.6
J mol21 K21. This is the motivation for treating low fre
quency torsions, which will frequently be associated w
sixfold or approximately sixfold symmetries, as free roto
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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TABLE XVII. Comparison of methods for the calculation of entropy of multiple internal rotations~298.15 K, 500 K, 600 K; 1 atm; J mol21 K21!.

Column label A B C D E F G H I
Partition functiona QHO Qhind Qf Qscaled Qscaled Qscaled Qscaled Qscaled Qscaled

Frequency used inQHO
b HF HF HF HF PES PES PES

Potential usedc HF Low ind. 0 Med. ind. Low ind. Full Med. ind. Low ind. Full

298.15 K
~CH3!2CH

1 23.620 22.782 27.861 23.138 25.902 23.470 23.549 26.192 24.1
~CH3!2O 16.897 18.365 28.266 19.251 18.210 18.500 19.319 18.353 18.6
~CH3!2OH

1 22.092 22.939 28.587 22.129 22.816 22.536 22.323 22.968 22.6
~CH3!2NH 15.330 16.420 28.423 16.620 16.203 16.292 16.740 16.358 16.4
~CH3!2NH2

1 16.843 18.068 28.725 16.307 17.910 17.540 16.564 18.037 17.6
~CH3!2S 19.728 21.500 29.307 21.293 21.366 21.342 21.417 21.486 21.4
~CH3!2SH

1 20.470 21.575 29.421 20.209 21.406 21.024 20.433 21.559 21.1
~CH3!2CO 33.439 28.529 29.545 26.707 28.593 27.341 26.866 28.624 27.3
~CH3!2COH

1 29.639 28.930 29.574 27.512 29.351 28.029 27.551 29.281 28.0
CH3CH2NH2 23.033d 24.323 34.564 24.144 24.163 24.158 24.383 24.400 24.39
CH3CH2NH3

1 15.812 17.140 28.215 15.989 16.961 16.746 16.214 17.101 16.8
~CH3!2CCH2 19.705 21.399 29.508 19.774 21.269 20.809 19.973 21.379 20.9

500 K
~CH3!2CH

1 32.020 29.917 32.160 29.786 31.279 29.920 29.937 31.385 30.1
~CH3!2O 25.030 27.267 32.564 28.000 27.256 27.601 28.025 27.309 27.6
~CH3!2OH

1 30.440 30.338 32.885 29.985 30.356 30.135 30.055 30.411 30.1
~CH3!2NH 23.365 25.650 32.722 25.952 25.590 25.726 25.997 25.648 25.7
~CH3!2NH2

1 24.962 27.147 33.024 25.785 27.126 26.594 25.880 27.173 26.6
~CH3!2S 28.006 29.801 33.605 29.763 29.809 29.785 29.809 29.853 29.8
~CH3!2SH

1 28.774 29.892 33.720 29.106 29.887 29.494 29.188 29.943 29.5
~CH3!2CO 41.942 33.475 33.844 32.734 33.493 32.870 32.791 33.503 32.8
~CH3!2COH

1 38.135 33.629 33.873 33.048 33.787 33.153 33.062 33.762 33.1
CH3CH2NH2 30.953d 32.911 38.863 32.842 32.857 32.851 32.934 32.948 32.94
CH3CH2NH3

1 23.878 26.184 32.514 25.338 26.152 25.837 25.422 26.205 25.8
~CH3!2CCH2 27.975 29.808 33.807 28.811 29.819 29.326 28.884 29.859 29.3

600 K
~CH3!2CH

1 35.018 32.032 33.676 31.892 33.031 31.963 31.997 33.105 32.1
~CH3!2O 27.982 30.058 34.080 30.671 30.072 30.391 30.689 30.109 30.4
~CH3!2OH

1 33.429 32.551 34.401 32.295 32.574 32.391 32.344 32.612 32.4
~CH3!2NH 26.299 28.708 34.237 29.004 28.693 28.831 29.035 28.734 28.8
~CH3!2NH2

1 27.911 30.039 34.539 28.911 30.046 29.521 28.978 30.078 29.5
~CH3!2S 30.984 32.292 35.121 32.289 32.325 32.304 32.321 32.355 32.3
~CH3!2SH

1 31.756 32.389 35.236 31.798 32.412 32.063 31.855 32.451 32.1
~CH3!2CO 44.958 35.095 35.360 34.576 35.114 34.648 34.615 35.122 34.6
~CH3!2COH

1 41.149 35.221 35.389 34.802 35.328 34.855 34.812 35.311 34.8
CH3CH2NH2 33.867d 35.720 40.379 35.696 35.709 35.703 35.760 35.772 35.76
CH3CH2NH3

1 26.818 29.125 34.030 28.431 29.124 28.808 28.489 29.160 28.8
~CH3!2CCH2 30.951 32.345 35.323 31.577 32.377 31.933 31.628 32.405 31.9

aPartition function used: HO5harmonic oscillator, hind5rotor hindered by a cosine potential,f5free rotor, scaled5Pitzer–Gwinn scaled approximation from
Eq. ~9!.
bFrequencies used inQHO partition functions~bothQHO Quant andQHO Class!: HF5scaled HF/6-31G(d) torsional harmonics, PES5harmonics from model
potentials.
cPotential function used in partition function~just inQClassin the case ofQScaled!. ‘‘Low ind.’’ refers to independent rotors with lower-bound barrier heigh
whereas ‘‘med. ind.’’ uses medium barrier heights; see the text.
dR ln 3 has been added for asymmetry~entropy of mixing!.
E
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the
within the E1 model. The difference between the E1 and
~or E3! values for toluene, due only to the differentI (m,n)

approximations, is imperceptible.
For the molecules with two internal rotations, the E

values deviate from E3 values by21.1 to21.8 J mol21 K21,
except for acetone~12.2 J mol21 K21!, for which two free
rotors were employed in place of two harmonic oscillato
The barriers to internal rotation in acetone are small eno
that the incorrect high-T asymptote makes the harmonic o
cillator model a poor approximation~resulting in a16.1
J mol21 K21 deviation from E3!, hence the replacement b
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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h

free rotors in the E1 procedure. The E2 values suggest
E2 does come close to the goal of 1 J mol21 K21 accuracy,
which appears to be the limit for an independent-mode p
cedure.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Three general models for computing third-law entrop
for gas-phase molecules or ions have been developed
presented in this study, and are designated E1, E2, and
For small, rigid molecules, the three models employ
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6672 A. L. L. East and L. Radom: Computation of third-law entropies
TABLE XVIII. Third-law entropies~J mol21 K21! derived using the E1, E2 and E3 procedures, at 298.15 K and 1 atm pressure.

Molecules with no rotors Molecules with one rotor Molecules with two rotors

E1,E2,E3 Literaturea,c E1 E2,E3 Literatureb,c E1 E2 E3 Literatureb,c

CO 197.83 197.54~04! CH3OH 238.26 239.94 239.70~09! ~CH3!2O 265.84 267.31 267.58 267.23~28!
N2 191.95 191.50~02! CH3NH2 240.59 242.22 ~CH3!2NH 272.68 273.77 273.79
NH3 192.37 192.66~03! CH3SH 253.78 255.11 ~CH3!2S 284.60 286.37 286.33
H2O 188.85 188.72~04! Toluene 321.53d 321.53 ~CH3!2CO 298.11e 297.08 295.92 297.51~45!
H2S 205.52 205.65 CH3OCHO 284.32 286.10 285.17~28! CH3CH2NH2 281.57f 282.86 282.94
CO2 213.93 213.69~12! CH3CH2CN 285.72 285.97 ~CH3!2CCH2 292.16 293.85 293.37
OCS 232.15 231.58 CH3CHO 263.92 264.01 263.84~22!
CS2 237.92 237.87~08! CH3CHCH2 265.95 266.82
HF 173.79 173.67
HCN 201.31 201.72~04!
HCl 186.54 186.79
CS 210.49 210.44~04!
PH3 209.98 210.13
CH2O 218.72 218.76~04!b

C2H4 219.14 219.22
H2 130.14 130.57~03!
HCOOH 248.75 248.88~05!
CH4 185.94 186.14~04!
HBr 198.54 198.59~03!

uDevug 0.21 1.0 ••• 1.6 0.34 •••
Max devg 10.57 11.8 ••• 12.2 11.16 •••

aJANAF Tables~Ref. 2!, except where indicated.
bChaoet al. ~Ref. 58!.
cThese values have been lowered by 0.11 J mol21 K21 from the original 1 bar50.1 MPa values to correspond to 1 atm50.101325 MPa values.
dEmployed a free rotor withI (2,1)53.0425 amu Å2. The value obtained using the HO approximation for all modes would be 344.10 J mol21 K21.
eEmployed free rotors withI (2,1)52.9989 amu Å2. The value obtained using the HO approximation for all modes would be 301.99 J mol21 K21.
fIncludesR ln 3 for entropy of mixing of isomers.
gMean absolute deviations~uDevu! and maximum deviations~Max dev! are quoted relative to literature values~molecules with no rotors! or E3 values
~molecules with rotors!.
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same theoretical procedures as used in G2 theory, nam
MP2/6-31G(d) optimized geometries and scaled HF/
31G(d) harmonic vibrational frequencies. They provide e
tropies accurate to 0.5 J mol21 K21 at 298 K. For molecules
with one internal rotation, E1 uses the harmonic oscilla
approximation for all vibrational modes except for very lo
frequency torsions which are treated as free rotors. It w
usually underestimate the third-law entropies, by up to
;1.5 J mol21 K21. The E2 and E3 models replace the ha
monic oscillator approximation by use of a single cos
potential ~calculated at the MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p)//MP2/6-
31G(d) level! for single-rotor molecules and this gives e
tropies accurate to 1 J mol21 K21 at 298 K. For molecules
with two internal rotations, E1 should be accurate to
J mol21 K21 unless the internal rotation barriers are 2
kJ mol21, in which case the error might be slightly large
while E2, which uses an independent-mode approximat
will probably be accurate to significantly better than
J mol21 K21. E3, which takes into account the coupling b
tween rotors, should be accurate to 1 J mol21 K21 unless
there are many low-frequency modes present. For syst
with two neighbouring internal rotors, E3 represents one
the most accurate means of computing third-law entrop
reported to date. The E1 procedure, on the other hand
sufficiently simple and generally gives sufficient accuracy
be suitable for widespread application.
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Our investigation of various statistical thermodynam
models for calculating the entropy of an internal rotati
shows that significant improvements on harmonic oscilla
and free rotor results can be made using tabulated result
single cosine potentials. The harmonic oscillator approxim
tion usually underestimates the entropy, by 1–2 J mol21 K21

at 298 K for internal rotations having barriers betwe
roughly 4 and 10 kJ mol21, but can cause a substantial pos
tive error when the barrier is less than;4 kJ mol21 at 298 K
due to its incorrect high-temperature or low-frequency
ymptote, by up to123 J mol21 K21 in our worst case~tolu-
ene!. The free rotor model results in overestimates of entro
which are worst in high barrier situations, by up to16
J mol21 K21 per internal rotation in the cases studied here
judicious combination of the harmonic oscillator and fr
rotor approximations~as in the E1 model! limits the error to
rather less than 2 J mol21 K21 per internal rotation. Results
using an idealized simple cosine potential~as in the E2
model! are anticipated to be accurate to better than
J mol21 K21 for internal rotations for which this potential i
reasonable. For species with two internal rotations, vari
attempts at independent-mode-approximation models~using
different choices for uncoupled potentials and partition fun
tions! failed to significantly improve on the accuracy of r
sults using simple individual cosine potentials. In the
cases, a treatment involving rotor-rotor potential coupling~as
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in the E3 model! gives the most accurate results, and tw
dimensional potentials based on MP2/6-3111G(2d f ,p) en-
ergies are presented for the internal rotations of twelve s
species.
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